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You might have a 
genetic predisposition 
towards cavities.

We can help.

Dr. Samuel Horowitz, DDS. 
New York:
This exciting breakthrough has the 
capacity to change the entire dental 
landscape and challenge many of our 
preconceived notions of treatment 
and prevention.

Call Us Now Toll-FREE

1-866-GENE-AMD

For more information ask your 
Dentist Today!!



For many years, dentists have labored in 
the dark with regard to whether they should 
prescribe treatment for their patients in 
those “borderline” cases where decay is 
best classified as incipient. The ethical 
dentist that’s mindful of doing the right thing 
as well as being sensitive to their patients 

pocketbooks struggles daily for the correct 
approach to how and when to perform 

restorative or even prophylactic 
procedures. Is this a “watch” or a 

“do”? And how many times have we 
been unable to explain to some 

patients who have otherwise 
decent home care why they 

keep getting cavities and why 
the same teeth that were 

filled a few short years 
ago have developed more 

recurrent decay.

Well now, thanks 
to technological 

breakthroughs in 
DNA and genetic 

Question
Haven’t you 

noticed that some 
people never seem 

to need any treatment 
regardless of how much 
they brush of take care of 

their dental health?

Question
Have you ever thought 

that you needed 
more treatment 

than your closest 
relatives, even 
though you are 
more cautious 

regarding 
dental 

prevention?

seemed like a small bit of decay on 
the occlusal surface. Now with this 
critical information, the doctor can 
confidently act in the best interests of 
his/her patient by suggesting a relatively 
small restorative option or more frequent 
hygiene visits since the patient’s genetic 
predisposition for decay was known! And 
how easy it would be to have the patients 
“on board” with the treatment we propose 
knowing their genetics demand 
getting ahead of the curve, rather 
than always f ix ing b ig 
problems.  The cost 
savings alone are 
i n c e n t i v e 
enough!

“IF YOUR ANSWER IS YES TO ANY OF THESE QUESTIONS YOU MIGHT HAVE A GENETIC 
PREDISPOSITION TOWARDS CAVITIES.”

Clinical trial was performed at:

research, we can accurately pinpoint which 
people have a predilection to dental caries. 
DentalGene ID has developed a simple and 
startlingly accurate test for these specific 
genes from the patient’s saliva. A sample is 
taken at the patient’s routine visit and sent 
to DentalGene ID where it is determined 
whether the sample contains that specific 
gene or not. This, taken together with other 
data the dentist already knows about the 
patient, allows him/her to accurately place 
the patient in the appropriate ADA grading for 
high, moderate and low caries incidence.

Armed with this information, the 
standard “one size fits all” approach 
to the frequency of hygiene visits goes 
the way of the foot-powered drill! Why 
does the patient need to receive the 
nasty “surprise” of needing a root canal 
because the decay was so deep? And 
all because the dentist was being 
thoughtfully conservative 
by monitoring what 

Question
Does it feel to you like 
everytime you visit 
your dentist invariable 

something needs to 
be treated?  Often a 

filling, but sometimes 
something more 

major?


